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Abstract 
 

In publishing applications, it is advantageous to embed data in halftone images. The CPT 

scheme (Chen-Pan-Tseng, 2000) is a steganographic data hiding scheme that was proposed for 

binary images, e.g., facsimiles. The CPT scheme uses a secret key and weight matrix to protect 

the hidden data and can hide as many as r = log2(mn+1) bits of data in the image by 

changing at most 2 bits in the image. Our proposed scheme also uses a secret key to protect it 

from being compromised and a weight matrix to increase the data hiding rate. Our scheme 

improves the performance of the CPT scheme by using the simple principle of splitting each 

block into two parts. Our proposed scheme is called improved CPT (ICPT) and has a very high 

embedding capacity compared to previous schemes. Experimental results demonstrate that our 

proposed scheme generally has higher performance than previous schemes. 
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1. Introduction 

Data hiding [14-18] can be used for copyrights, annotation, and communication. The data are 

hidden by altering some nonessential pixels in a cover image. For example, in a color image 

(or grayscale image), the least-significant bit (LSB) of each pixel can be modified to embed 

secret data. However, the human visual system (HVS) is very sensitive to such modifications. 

The most challenging problems in hiding secret data in halftone images are achieving a high 

embedding capacity and low image distortion. Pixels with a low amount of modification in an 

image can elude detection by the HVS [1].  

Halftone images can be used to print books, newspapers, and magazines, which 

cannot print continuous tones. A halftoning technique is used to produce two-tone texture 

patterns as approximations of the original multi-tone images [1-6]. There are two main kinds 

of halftoning techniques: ordered dithering [5] and error diffusion [5]. Error diffusion is more 

complicated than ordered dithering, but it can yield a higher visual quality with few blocking 

effects. This technology compares the sum of the image pixel intensity and error from the past 

with a mixed threshold to determine the output. Then, the halftoning error is fed forward to its 

adjacent neighbors using a kernel. Two commonly used kernels are the Jarvis kernel and the 

Steinberg kernel [4, 5]. The Jarvis kernel has large support and tends to give halftone images 

with high contrast and a coarse texture. The Steinberg kernel has less support and gives 

halftone images with a fine texture and good contrast. A few bit-planes, which are composed 

of halftone images, are changed, which will have a bad effect on the quality of an image. 

Therefore, it is important to flip a bit in a 4 × 4 block of an image. However, most schemes are 

not appropriate for hiding a large amount of data in a halftone image because a halftone image 

is only composed of 0’s and 1’s.  

To compensate for these issues, special techniques have been proposed for halftone 

images, such as covering code [6, 12]. Alternatively, Fu & Au [7] proposed the Data Hiding 

Smart Pair Toggling (DHSPT) method, which has good image quality. Chao et al. [6] used the 

hamming code (7, 4) to hide secret data. Li et al. [10] proposed a block-overlapping parity 

check (BOPC), which can be applied to the existing halftone image data hiding scheme. BOPC 

reduces the number of pair togglings required in DHSPT. Yip et al. [11] proposed 

Pattern-and-Intensity-Preserve data hiding (PI-Preserve), which hides data without the help of 

the original grayscale image. The PI-Preserve scheme achieves a considerably high visual 

quality. Kim et al. proposed a data hiding scheme that uses the hamming code (15, 11) [12], 

and this scheme is very efficient because it only requires a few pixel flips to conceal messages 

in an image. The first data-hiding scheme based on a block-wise method was CPT (Chen, Pan, 

and Tseng) [9].  

Qin et al. [14] proposed an image hashing scheme using the halftone mechanism, 

which can be applied in the field for image authentication and retrieval. This scheme has 

satisfactory robustness performance against perceptual content-preserving manipulations. In 

[19], a Modified Data Hiding Error Diffusion (MDHED) method was proposed as an effective 

method to hide a relatively large amount of data while yielding halftone images with good 

visual quality. Yet, the robustness was lacking for practical print-and-scan applications. In 

[20], data hiding and authentication schemes were proposed based on halftoning and 

coordinate projection. These schemes can detect, localize, and repair the tampered area of an 
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image. Any portion of the image can be used to reconstruct the entire image, with a greater 

reconstruction quality as the portion size increases.  

Kim and Afif [21] presented a cryptographically secure authentication watermarking 

technique for halftone and binary images. It consists of choosing a set of pseudorandom pixels 

in an image, clearing them, computing the message authentication code (or the digital 

signature) of the cleared image, and inserting the resulting code into the selected random 

pixels. The scheme can detect even a single pixel alteration in the host image. It can be used 

with secret key or public key ciphers. Pei et al. [22] proposed a watermarking scheme, which 

embeds a watermark into the dithered image by switching the positions of the sub-blocks 

according to the bit distribution of the watermark. This method is called paired sub-image 

matching ordered dithering (PSMOD), and the decoder is provided with a priori information 

about the original watermark. The advantage of this method is that it is sufficiently robust to 

withstand the cropping, tampering, and printed-and-scanned degradation processes. Its 

shortcoming is its dependence on the prior knowledge of the original watermark in decoding. 

In [23], Pei and Guo proposed applying a noise-balanced error diffusion technique (NBEDF) 

to an original gray-level image. The visual decoding pattern can be perceived when two or 

more similar error-diffused images are overlaid on each other. 

The CPT method is based on a pixel block scheme. Its embedding capacity is 

log2(q+1) secret bits per block by flipping at most two pixels, where the size q = m  n [8, 9]. 

The evaluation of data hiding is often based on the visual quality of a stego image and the 

data-hiding capacity. Overall performance comparisons are summarized in Table 1. 

 
Table  1. Comparisons of various methods (advantages (+), moderate (~), shortcomings (-), unknown 

(x)). 

 

Quality Robustness Complexity Capacity Additional feature (s) 

[1]  ~ + ~ - Inverse halftoning 

[2] ~ - ~ - Reversible Data Hiding 

[3] - + + - Visual cryptography. 

[6] ~ - + ~ Cover codes 

[7] + ~ + ~ Hiding smart pair toggling (DHSPT) 

[10] + - - ~ Block-overlapping parity check 

(BOPC) 

[11] + - ~ ~ Pattern-and-Intensity-Preserve Data 

Hiding (PI-Preserve) 

[12] + - + ~ Matrix Encoding 

[14] x + - x An image hashing scheme using the 

halftone - authentication and 

retrieval.  

[19]  x x ~ ~ Modified Data Hiding Ordered 

Dithering (MDHED) 

[20]  x + - x Detect, localize, and repair the 

tampered area of the image.  

[21] x - + - Secure authentication  

[22] ~ + - ~ Paired sub-image matching ordered 

dithering (PSMOD)  

[23] x ~ - ~ Decoding: overlaid on each other  

ICPT + - ~ +  
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In this paper, we improve the CPT scheme and develop a new scheme (called the 

ICPT scheme) using a block-wise operation. Our ICPT has a higher embedding 

capacity—maximal or near-maximal—than any block-wise scheme. The advantages of our 

proposed scheme are a higher capacity and a better image quality. CPT’s embedding rate for 

an m  n block is r = log2(mn+1), whereas the ICPT scheme has an embedding rate of 

approximately rx = log2((1+(mn)(mn+1)/ 2), which is about 2r - 1. The ICPT scheme can 

change at most two bits to conceal the embedding rate in a block, in which case rx is 2r-1. The 

MPSNR of ICPT is the same that of the BOPC scheme in a specific region. 

 The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews related works. 

In Section 3, our ICPT scheme is proposed. Section 4 presents our experimental results, and a 

comparison of the results with those of other previous data hiding schemes is also given. 

Section 5 is the conclusion. 

2. Related Work 

2.1 Error Diffusion  

Error-diffusion  is  an  alternative  dithering  technique  that  has emerged as the standard 

because of its simplicity and output quality. The error-diffusion algorithm, first proposed by 

Floyd and Steinberg [4], is schematically shown in Fig. 2 and works  as follows. The 

quantization error at each pixel is filtered and fed back to the input in order to diffuse the error 

among neighboring grayscale pixels. The error diffusion filter is shown in Fig. 1, in which “x” 

denotes the current pixel. Fig. 2 shows the error diffusion algorithm for creating a cover image. 

First, the original grayscale image is divided into P × Q blocks. The image is segmented into 4 

× 4 pixel blocks, assuming that x1, x2, ...,xn×n are the values of the pixels in a block. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Floyd-Steinberg kernel. Fig. 2. Diagram of error diffusion algorithm. 

The variable xi,j denotes the current input pixel value, and jix ,  denotes the diffused error sum 

added from the neighboring processed pixels to the kernel. The variable oi,j denotes the binary 

output in position (i, j). To  achieve  the  effect  of a continuous-tone illusion without the 

diagonal visual artifacts, the error kernel hm,n is used to diffuse the error caused by the 

difference ei,j between the output binary value and input grey level value, according  to  the  

matrix  shown  graphically  in Fig. 1. The variable vi,j denotes the modified value. The kernel is 

shown in Fig. 1, where “x” denotes the position of the currently processed pixel. The variables 

can be calculated as follows using Eq. (1) and Eq. (2).  
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In Eq. (1), ei,j is the difference between vi,j and oi,j. The error diffusion algorithm scans the 

image from left to right and top to bottom, quantizing pixel values one by one. Each time, the 

quantization error is transferred to the neighboring pixels, while not affecting the pixels that 

have already been quantized.  

 

2.2 Data Hiding Self Toggling 

DHST (Data Hiding Self Toggling) [7] was designed to select the position where data (Fig. 

3(c)) can be concealed using a pseudo-random number (Fig. 3(b)). Therefore, one bit can be 

hidden by flipping a pixel at that position. In Fig. 3(a), the green boxes must be flipped to 

conceal bits. Thus, DHST can encode an image using only a few computations based on a 

random number generator. As a result, one major disadvantage of DHST is a low perceptual 

quality. 

 

Fig. 3. Example diagram of Data Hiding Self Toggling. 

 

2.3 Data Hiding Pair Toggling 

DHPT [7] is a method to improve DHST by alleviating the problem of low perceptual quality. 

Suppose a master pixel (center pixel in Fig. 4(a)) at a pseudo-random location needs to 

self-toggle and there are M pixels with the opposite color in the 3  3 neighborhood. In DHPT, 

one of the pixels (called the slave pixel (Fig. 4(b)) is also randomly chosen (a red pixel) to 

self-toggle. In this case, two errors have occurred; however, the average intensity of one 

positive and one negative can be preserved. If M (3  3 in (a)) is equal to zero (i.e., all of the 

pixels within the 3  3 neighborhood have the same color), then there is no flipping because of 

the generation of salt-and-pepper in the image. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Example diagram of Data Hiding Pair Toggling. 
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2.4 CPT Scheme 

The CPT scheme is a pixel block-based method for hiding data. A given halftone image, G, is 

partitioned into disjoint blocks Fi, where 1  i  N for some N, each of which is a binary matrix 

of size m × n. Each entry in each block is considered to be a pixel of an image and has a binary 

value. Two matrices, K and W, also of size m × n, are combined with these image blocks. The 

matrix K is a binary secret key, and W is a weight matrix of integers that are shared by the 

sender and receiver. The variable r is the number of bits to be embedded in each m  n block of 

F by changing the values of, at most, two pixels. The embedding procedure of the CPT scheme 

is organized as follows. 

 

CPT (Embedding Method) 

Input: Block F of original image G, secret key K, secret weight matrix W, number 

r=log2(mn+1) of bits to be embedded in a block, secret r-bit stream b = b1b2...br.  

Output: Block F' of stego image G'. 

Step 1. Compute T=F  K, where  is the bit-wise exclusive OR (XOR) operation. 

Step 2. Compute SUM(TW) mod 2
r
, where  is the bit-wise multiplication operation. 

Step 3. From the matrix T, compute for each w = 1..2
r
-1 the following set: 

             Sw = {(j,k)| ([W]j,k=w[T]j,k=0)  ([W]j,k=2
r
-w[T]j,k=1)}. 

             // every matrix index (j,k) such that if we complement [Fi]j,k, increase the sum by w 

            Compute d=b1b2…br – SUM(TW) mod 2
r
. 

if d = 0, then F is not modified; 

            else { 

                  a) Randomly pick an h{0, 1, ..., 2
r
-1} such that Shd 0 and S-(h-1)d0. 

                  b) Randomly pick a (j, k)  Shd and complement the bit [Fi]j,k; 

                  c) Randomly pick a (j, k)  S-(h-1)d and complement the bit [Fi]j,k; 

           } 

 

Example 1. Assume that the size of K and W is 3  3 (see Fig. 5). We consider a 3  3 block, 

F, (see Fig. 5) of a host image, G, and show how to embed r = 2 bits, b1b2, of data in F, where 

b1b2 is 112. Compute SUM ((F  K)  W) = 1+2+3+1+2 = 9 mod 2
2 
to obtain 1. Next, compute 

d = b1b2 – SUM ((F  K)  W) = 112 – 1 = 2 mod 4. If d = 0, then there is no change in F; 

otherwise we have to increase or decrease F by (d mod 4). Observe that if we complement bit 

F, then [FK] will be complemented. If [FK] is swapped from 0 to 1, then the modular sum 

will be increased by w; otherwise, the sum will be decreased by w. In this case, d = 2, so we 

have to increase the weight by 2. Since [FK]2,2 = 0 and [W]2,2 = 2, we can complement [F]2,2. 

Therefore, we obtain the new F' from F. In the extraction phase, we compute SUM ((F'  K)  

W) = 1+2+3+2+1+2 = 11 mod 4
 
or 3 =112 = b1b2, which is the extracted secret data.  
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Fig. 5. Example of embedding with block F, key K, and weight matrix W. 

 

2.5 Bock-Overlapping Parity Check (BOPC) Method 

In BOPC, a digital logo L is embedded into a host image S with all the same size X  Y to 

create a watermarked image W. BOPC uses a data structure called the bubble formation, which 

is applied on the toggle map to choose the locations where smart pair toggling will be applied. 

In BOPC, S is divided into two groups, master pixels and slave pixels. Master pixels will be 

toggled, if necessary, to store the embedded logo data. When a master pixel is toggled, a 

neighboring slave pixel is typically toggled in a complementary way to preserve the local 

intensity. A pseudo-random number generator with a known seed, K, is used to generate a set 

of (2X+1)(2Y+1) pseudo-random locations on S. These are master pixels that are used to 

form a master map (Fig. 6). The elements in the master map M are divided into overlapping 

blocks with the size of 3  3 (Fig. 7). 

2mod
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During the watermark extraction process, the master map is built using a pseudo-random 

number generator with the same seed K. A parity map is formed using Eq. (3). 

 

  

Fig. 6. Master map formation with 

corresponding location mapping table. 

Fig. 7. Corresponding locations of element in 

P and block in M. 
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3. Proposed ICPT Scheme 

In this section, we introduce the ICPT scheme, which has an embedding rate that is maximal 

and about twice the embedding rate of the CPT scheme.  

 

3.1 Embedding Algorithm for ICPT Scheme 

In this section, we propose an embedding algorithm that can improve that in [8] for ICPT. The 

basic idea is to use an abelian group under an XOR  operation.  

The inputs and notation to our scheme are as follows:  

 

 F: a host bitmap, which is to be modified to embed data. We will partition F into blocks of 

size m  n. For simplicity, we assume that the size of F is a multiple of m  n. 

 

 K: a secret key shared by the sender and receiver. It is a randomly selected bitmap of size 

m  n. 

 

 W: a secret weight matrix shared by the sender and receiver. It is an integer matrix of size 

m  n.  

 

 b: some critical information consisting of bits to be embedded in F. 

 

 r: the number of bits to be embedded in each m  n block of F. The value of r satisfies 2
r
-1 

 mn. 

 

 , : p = m  n + 2, 






) 1+  (p/3) log2  >  p log2  (  Ifα, =1- plog  = β 

) 1+ (p/3) log  =  p(log If p,log  = α and  plog  = β
β,α

2

2222
           (4)  

 

 m(p): the size of the bits to be concealed in F, where p = m  n + 2.  

m(p) = α + β, where p  2
α
 + 2

β                                                       (5) 

 

 M: an abelian group under an XOR  operation on integers represented as M = {ň ℤ: 0 

 ň 

 2

m(p)
-1} with the scalar multiplication  defined by ň  0 = 0 and ň  1= ň for every ň 

M, where 0 is the unit for the  operation, and 0,1ℤ2, where ℤ2 is a field of 

characteristic 2. M is a ℤ2-module with this multiplication. We define two subsets of M: 

M1 = { ň: 1 ň  2
α
 -1}, M2 = { ň : 2

α
  ň  2

+β
 -1}. M1 and M2 are the set of W. 

 

 L1, L2:  a set of F. Namely, |L1|  2

-1, |L2|  2


-1, and W, L1, L2 are required to satisfy {Wij: 

Fij∈ L1} = M1, {Wij: Fij∈ L2}= M2. 

 

 S: weighted sum of block F. S = [W  T], where T = F ⊕ K. S = x1 ⊕ x2 with x1 = S  ((2
α
 

-1)  2
β
) and x2 = S (2

β
 -1), where  is the bit-wise AND operation and ⊕ is the bit-wise 

XOR operation. That is, x1 has the β leftmost bits set to “0” and x2 has the α rightmost bits 

set to “0.” 
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The following algorithm of the proposed scheme is described as follows. 

  

ICPT (Embedding Method) 

Input: Block F of image G, secret key K, secret weight matrix W, secret message b =  

bα+ βbα+ β-1...bβ+1bβ...b2b1. 

Output: Stego-block image F' (of stego image G').  

Step 1. Compute T = F⊕K.  

Step 2. Compute S = [W T], and represent S as x1 ⊕ x2. 

Step 3. Find u = bα+ βbα+ β-1...bβ+10...0 by computing u = b  ((2
α
 -1)  2

β
 )  

       Find v = 0...0bβ...b2b1 by computing v = b  (2
β
 -1), so that b = u ⊕ v. 

       Consider x1 and x2.  

       For x1, there are two cases: 

          a) if x1 = u, then keep L1 intact; 

          b) if x1  u, then compute e = u ⊕ x1  M1, e  0,  

        find a pixel Fij in L1 such that e = Wij and flip Fij.   

       For x2, there are two cases: 

          a) if x2 = v, then keep L2 intact; 

          b) if x2  v, then compute e = v ⊕ x2  M2, e  0,  

        find a pixel Fkl in L2 such that e = Wkl and flip Fkl.  

 

Example 2 (ICPT: Embedding): Let F, K, and W be a binary block, key matrix, and weight 

matrix, respectively, all having the size 3  3. We can embed a 4-bit stream, b = b4b3b2b1, into 

F. For this example, let b be 10112. We can find p = 9+2 = 11 = 4+4+3 > 2
2 
+ 2

2
; therefore, β = 

α = 2 and m(p) = 4. Let L1 = {F11,F12,F13,F21,F22}, L2 = {F23,F31,F32,F33}, M1 = {12,8,4}, and M2 

= {3,2,1}, or, in a binary presentation, M1 = {1100,1000,0100} and M2 = {0011,0010,0001}. 

 

 
Fig. 8. Example of embedding procedure with block  F, key K, and weight matrix W 

 

We will determine the value of S based on F, K, and W by computing S = [WT],  

S = 81+121+41+11+21 = 10001100010000010010 = 0011, where T = FK. 
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It is possible to express S as x1x2, where x1 = S  ((2
2
 -1)  2

2
) = 0011  1100 = 0000 and x2 = 

S  (2
2
 - 1) = 0011  0011 = 0011. 

 

1) Assuming that b = 0011: if b = S, F is not changed (see Fig. 9(a)). 

2) Assuming that b = 0000: by Step 3, compute b = uv, u = 0000, and v = 0000. Because u 

= x1, we keep L1 intact. Because v  x2, we need to change one entry in L2. To do this, we 

find any pixel Fi,j in L2 such that e =Wi,j, where e = vx2 = 00000011 = 0011; in this case 

we flip F3,3 (see Fig. 9(b)). Therefore, T3,3 is changed to T3,31=1, and the new sum S' = 

[W T'] = SW3,3 = 0000 = b. 

3) Assuming that b = 1110, compute b = uv, u = 1100, and v = 0010. Because u  x1, and v 

 x2, we need to change one entry in L1 and another in L2. In L1, compute ux1 = 1100 = 

W1,2 and then flip F1,2. In L2, compute vx2 = 0001= W3,1 and then flip F3,1 (see Fig. 9(c)). 

Hence, T has two new entries, T'1,2 = T1,21 = 0; T'3,1 = T3,11= 0, and the new sum S'=[W 

T'] = S  W1,2 W3,1 = 001111000001 = 1110 = b, as claimed. 

 

 

Fig. 9.  Embedding procedure for three cases: (a) when b = 0011, (b) when b = 0000, and (c) 

when b = 1110. 

3.2 Extraction Algorithm for ICPT Scheme 

In this section, we will suggest an extraction algorithm for ICPT and explain it using 

pseudocode and an example.  

 

ICPT (Extraction Method) 

Input: Block F' in stego-image G', secret key K, weight matrix W, all having the same size, m 

 n. 

Output: Secret message b = brbr-1…b1. 
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Step 1. Compute T = F ⊕ K.  

Step 2. Compute S = [WT]. 

Step 3. Return S as the secret r-bit stream that was embedded in F. 

 

Example 3 (ICPT: Extraction): Let F, K, and W be an image block, key matrix, and weight 

matrix, respectively. We can extract a 4-bit stream (b = b4b3b2b1) from a 3  3 block. We 

compute T = F⊕K, as shown in Fig. 10. Next, we compute S = [WT]. Therefore, the hidden 

bits in F are “1110.”  

 

Fig. 10 Extraction procedure for ICPT scheme example.  

 

3.3 Computing Intensity of Texture 

Most data hiding schemes for halftone images tend to generate many unpleasant clusters of 

pixels that resemble “salt-and-pepper” because these methods destroy the image texture, and 

the texture is related to the quality of an image. In this paper, we attempt to maintain textures 

during the data embedding process; when a pixel is flipped in a block, if it is composed of all 

white or all black pixels, then the block is not considered appropriate to conceal a bit because 

of the “salt-and-pepper” effect. To find good a place to hide information, we use the following 

equation. 





7

0

0 ),()(),(
i

ixxhiwnmcon                                             (6) 
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iw                                                 (8) 

 

In Eq. (6), con(m,n) [1,7] computes the intensity and texture of a block in an error diffused 

halftone image. Variable w denotes the texture intensity, according to value i. When i is equal 

to 2, 4, 5, or 7, corresponding to above, left, right, or below a pixel in the block, respectively, 

then w is assigned to 2. Therefore, pixels that include 2, 3, 5, and 7 have many effects on the 

human visual system in comparison to the 1, 3, 6, and 8 position pixels in a block. A function 

f(x0, xi) denotes whether there is a connection between x0 and xi. If there is a connection 

between them, then f(x0, xi) = 1, otherwise f(x0, xi) = 0. 

If con(m,n) = 0 or con(m,n) = 12, then a block is black or white, respectively. 

Therefore, these blocks are not appropriate for concealing bits because of noise. In this case, 

we need a threshold to embed bit streams into a cover image without noise. To maintain the 
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high quality of a halftone image, we do not conceal bit streams when con(m,n) < 2 and 

con(m,n) > 10. Even though this may maintain the quality of the stego image, it is not easy to 

conceal large bit streams. From a steganography point of view, Eq. (6) is required to control 

the quality of stego images when hiding data. 

 

3.4 Data-Hiding Capacity of ICPT Scheme 

For the ICPT scheme, we assume that matrix F is a block of size m × n, q = m  n, and k > 1, 

which is the number of colors. Secret bits can be embedded in F by changing at most two 

entries to obtain a new matrix F', which we call a “configuration.” Because each entry can 

change in k-1 ways, the number of configurations that change one entry is at most (k-1)  q. If 

two pixels are changed in F, there are at most (k-1)
2 
 q  (q-1)/2 ways to change two entries in 

F. Therefore, in the ICPT scheme, there are at most 1 + (k-1)  q + (k-1)
2 
 q  (q-1)/2 

configurations. This means that we can hide at most R = log2(1+(k-1)  q + (k-1)
2 
 q  

(q-1)/2) secret bits in F. We call R the Maximal Secret Data Ratio (MSDR) for the ICPT 

scheme. In particular, in the case of a halftone image (with k = 2), MSDR = log2(1+q
2
/2) 

secret bits can be embedded in F.  

 

Proposition 1. The number of bits embedded in F by ICPT is m(p) and approximates the 

MSDR. 

Proof. Consider q = m  n, p = m  n + 2 = q + 2.  

From Eqs. 4-5, we deduce m(p)≥log2((p/2)
2
) because, if p has a binary presentation p = 

btbt-1..b1b0 with bt-1 =1, then m(p) = 2t-1 and log2 ((p/2)
2
) = 2t-2, and with bt-1 = 1, m(p) =  

log2((p/2)
2
) = 2t-2. By maximality, MSDR ≥ m(p). Hence, MSDR = log2(1+q(q+1)/2)   ≥ 

m(p) ≥ log2 ((q+2)/2)
2
. From the obvious inequation (1+q(q+1)/2) < 2 ((q+2) /2)

2
 for any q 

> 0, log2(1+q(q+1)/2) - log2(p/2)
2 

= log2[(1+q(q+1)/2)/(p/2)
2
] < log2

2 
= 1. Based on these 

inequalities, with some simple computations it is found that MSDR = log2(1+q(q+1)/2  

m(p)   log2(1+q(q+1)/2 -1, which implies that MSDR - m(p)  1. It follows that MSDR - 

m(p) can be equal to 0, for example, with q  8 satisfying q + 1 = 2
t
, p = 2

t
 + 1 or q + 1 = 2

t
-1, 

p = 2
t
, then MSDR = log2(1+q(q+1)/2 = 2t-2 = m(p). 

The proof is complete.  

4. Experimental Results  

The DHST, DHPT, CPT, DHSPT, Kim et al., PI-Preserve, BOPC, and ICPT methods are 

applied to halftone images generated with error diffusion. The DHST, DHPT, CPT, DHSPT, 

Kim et al., and ICPT methods are also applied to halftone images generated with ordered 

dithering. To reasonably evaluate the halftone images, we apply a low-pass filter (LPF) (a 

Gaussian LPF with a 7  7 square matrix and a standard deviation of 2.0) simulating HVS to 

measure the visual quality. The test images are 512  512 halftone images (see Fig. 11), which 

were obtained using Steinberg-kernel error diffused dithering [2] from 8-bit gray scale images. 

In the experiments, the objective quality measure used is the modified peak signal-to-noise 

ratio (MPSNR) (Eq. (11)), which is the PSNR (Eqs. (9) and (10)) between the original 

multi-tone image and the lowpass filtered halftone images.  
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Fig. 11. Original Error Diffusion halftone images used in experiment: (a) Lena, (b) Boat, and 

(c) Peppers 

 

PSNR is the most popular criterion for measuring the distortion between the original image 

and shadow images. It is defined as follows: 











MSE

MAX
IIPSNR I

10log20)',( ,                                     (9) 

where MSE is the mean square error between the original grayscale image and the shadow 

image: 
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The symbols I(i, j) and I'(i, j) represent the pixel values of the original grayscale image and the 

stego image at position (i, j), respectively, and m and n are the width and height of the original 

image.  

The MPSNR is a quality metric that attempts to model the human visual system. First, a simple 

inverse halftone I'low is generated with a low pass filter. For our purposes, a 7  7 Gaussian 

low-pass filter worked well [13]. The matrix I'low is then fed into the PSNR function to produce 

MPSNR (see Eq. (11)). This function allows for automated algorithm testing. Note that 

MPSNR, like PSNR, measures the relative visual quality, meaning that MPSNR measurements 

can only be used for comparisons of variations of the same image. 

 

)',()',( lowIIPSNRIIMPSNR                                      (11) 

 

Table 2 shows an MPSNR comparison between DHST, DHPT, DHSPT, Kim et al. [12], 

PI-Preserve, BOPC, and our proposed scheme (ICPT) for an error diffusion halftone. ICPT 

had a better MPSNR than DHST, DHPT, CPT, DHSPT, Kim et al., PI-Preserve, and BOPC. 

These results show that the visual quality values of DHPT, CPT, DHSPT, and Kim et al. are 

lower than those of PI-Preserve, BOPC, and ICPT. However, the MPSNR of ICPT was similar 

to those of PI-Preserve and BOPC. In the ICPT scheme, if the size of the block increased, then 

the embedding bits also increased, whereas the error bit rates decreased because the error bit 

was 2 without the size of a block. Therefore, ICPT shows a high MPSNR and a higher 

subjective quality with few “salt-and-pepper” effects. The PI-preserve scheme preserved the 

local pattern and intensity, so it is possible to preserve the good quality. BOPC achieves better 
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visual quality than DHSPT by reducing the number of smart pair toggles under the same 

payload situation. 

 

Table 2. MPSNR values of various algorithms based on error diffusion halftone image. 

(Steinberg kernel) 

Method 
MPSNR (dB) 

Payload (bit) Lena Boat Peppers Ave. MPSNR 

Original  30.74 30.32 30.56 30.54 

DHST 4096 29.50 29.18 29.39 29.36 

DHPT 4096 29.54 29.02 29.46 29.34 

CPT 4096 29.40 29.12 29.28 29.26 

DHSPT 4096 30.04 29.52 29.96 29.84 

Kim et al. 4096 30.36 30.07 30.29 30.24 

PI-Preserve 4096 30.54 30.14 30.39 30.36 

BOPC 4096 30.55 30.14 30.38 30.36 

ICPT 4096 30.55 30.16 30.39 30.37 

 

We also experimented with data hiding using the order dithering halftone images in Fig. 12. 

To generate an ordered dithering halftone image, we use a grayscale image with the bayer-5 

screen method, which is very commonly used and produces a cross-hatch pattern in the 

resulting image. However, the ordered dithering technique is very fast and powerful. Ordered 

dithering images show high frequency characteristics. As a result, the error diffusion is more 

complicated than with ordered dithering, but it can yield a higher visual quality.  

   

Fig. 12. Original Ordered Dither halftone images used in the experiment: (a) Lena, (b) Boat, 

and (c) Peppers. 

 

Table 3 shows a comparison of the MPSNR values between ICPT and the previous schemes, 

including DHST, DHPT, CPT, DHSPT, and Kim et al. This comparison shows that ICPT has a 

slightly higher MPSNR than the previous schemes such as DHSPT and Kim et al. However, 

most schemes such as DHSPT, Kim et al., and ICPT have some “salt-and-pepper” pieces. 

DHSPT has a better quality than DHPT, CPT, and DHST because of the smart slave pixel 

choices. ICPT can control the quality as the block size increases because the number of flips is 

always two at most, regardless of the size of the block. 

Table 4 compares the embedding capacities of the proposed and previous schemes such as 
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DHST, DHPT, DHSPT, and Kim et al. When the size of F is increased from 6 to 30 and 63, 

ICPT's embedding capacity is almost the same as the MSDR. DHSPT can conceal 1 bit in a 3  

3 block, so it is possible to embed 10 bits when F is 94, but the number of flipping pixels is 

also increased. Kim et al.’s scheme shows a high embedding capacity, i.e., when the size of F 

is 94, the hidden bits will be 24.  

 

Table 3. MPSNR values of various algorithms based on Ordered Dither halftone image. 

Method 
MPSNR (dB) 

Payload (bit) Lena Boat Peppers Ave. MPSNR 

Original  27.22 26.87 27.01 27.03 

DHST 4096 26.50 26.15 26.48 26.37 

DHPT 4096 26.72 26.37 26.70 26.59 

CPT 4096 26.49 26.20 26.29 26.32 

DHSPT 4096 26.79 26.57 26.77 26.71 

Kim et al. 4096 26.83 26.63 26.84 26.76 

ICPT 4096 26.87 26.66 26.91 27.81 

 

ICPT flips no more than 2 pixels regardless of the size of F. Furthermore, ICPT shows a high 

embedding rate with a weighted block. To embed 24 bits of secret bit messages in a block 

using Kim et al.’s scheme, the size of F should be 94, whereas ICPT needs 4 blocks, each with 

an F of 12 pixels. Therefore, ICPT provides a better performance than the other schemes. 

MSDR is the Maximal Secret Data Ratio (see Section 3.4); it is the mathematically determined 

maximum data-hiding capacity.  

 

Table 4. Comparison of embedding capacities of DHSTP, Kim et al., CPT, and ICPT (block F 

from a halftone image). 

Number of  

pixels in F 
MSDR 

DHSPT Kim et al.’s CPT ICPT 

bits flipping bits flipping bits flipping bits flipping 

5 4 0 0 0 0 2 2 3 2 

6 4 0 0 0 0 2 2 4 2 

9 5 1 2 0 0 3 2 4 2 

12 6 1 2 0 0 3 2 6 2 

30 8 3 6 8  2 4 2 8 2 

46 10 5 10 12 3 5 2 9 2 

63 10 7 14 16 4 6 2 10 2 

94 12 10 20 24 6 6 2 11 2 

When F is 5 pixels, MSDR is 4 and the embedding capacity of ICPT is 3. That is, ICPT’s 

embedding capacity is higher than any of the other methods. Therefore, ICPT has a good 

performance with respect to its embedding capacity.  
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Fig. 13. Comparison of embedding rates among MSDR, Chao et al., CPT, ICPT, and Kim et 

al., when block size is increased. 

 

Fig. 13 compares the embedding rates of the previous schemes and the proposed scheme. 

ICPT can conceal 0.67 bpp, when the number of pixels in a block is 6. In this case, ICPT has a 

high performance embedding rate. In the ICPT scheme, if the size of a block is increased, the 

embedding bits are increased, whereas the embedding rate for an image and the error bit rate 

will decrease, because the error bits are always 2 regardless of the size of a block. On the other 

hand, the CPT scheme shows a high embedding rate when the block size is 5. That is, the 

embedding rate is 0.4 bpp. Kim et al.’s scheme can hide 4 bits in a block composed of 15 pixels. 

Therefore, the embedding rate is always 0.26 bpp without considering the size of a block. 

Chao et al.'s scheme shows an embedding rate of 0.42 bpp when the block size is 63.  

Fig. 14 shows the MPSNR values of the test image “Lena” based on an error diffused halftone 

image (Steinburg kernel) with hidden bits embedded by DHSPT, BOPC, and ICPT. It is clear 

that BOPC and ICPT show better visual quality than DHSPT. ICPT and BOPC show the same 

MPSNR when embedding 4096 bits. In a case of embedding 10,000 bits, ICPT is slightly lower 

than BOPC, with a difference of 0.05 dB. Therefore, there are few differences between the 

MPSNR values of ICPT and BOPC. However, the embedding rate of ICPT is higher than any 

other scheme. ICPT will be a relatively useful scheme if the embedding rate is more important 

than the image quality. 
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Fig. 14. Comparison of DHSPT, BOPC and ICPT for Lena (Steinberg kernel).  

 

Fig. 15 shows the Steinberg-kernel error diffused “Lena,” “Boat,” and “Pepper” images with 

4096 bits embedded using our proposed method. The size of the test images is 512  512. 

ICPT has a better quality with some “salt-and-pepper” pieces. 

 

   

Fig. 15. Experiment results: Stego images (Steinberg kernel): (a) Lena, (b) Boat, and (c) 

Pepper. 

Fig. 16 shows the ordered dithered (using Bayer-5 screen) “Lena,” “Boat,” and “Pepper” 

images with 4096 bits embedded. These results show that the visual quality is reasonable with 

some “salt-and-pepper” pieces. Ordered dither is the name given to any dither process that 

uses a period deterministic dither array. It is the “ordered” nature of the elements in the array 

that contrast it with the random nature of white noise dithering. These experiments show that 
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when our proposed scheme and Eq. (6) are used, the “salt-and-pepper” pieces can be 

controlled and removed effectively. Finally, we overcome the weakness of the previous 

schemes, i.e., the small number of bits that can be hidden in a halftone image. Moreover, ICPT 

has the advantage of being able to control the visual quality.  

 

   

Fig. 16. Experiment results: Stego images (Ordered dithering–Bayer-5 Screen): (a) Lena, (b) 

Boat, and (c) Pepper. 

5. Conclusion 

Halftoning is a technique for changing multi-tone images into two-tone binary images, which 

look like the original multi-tone images when viewed from a distance. Halftone images are 

commonly used in print books, newspapers, magazines, and fax documents. The proposed 

technique can be applied to mobile phone systems for image authentication or to convey secret 

messages because mobile phones have computational limits and the proposed scheme uses 

simple computations. In this paper, we proposed good methods for hiding data in halftone 

images. When the original grayscale or color image is not available, the proposed ICPT can 

hide a large amount of data in halftone images using a matrix encoding technique and a smart 

choice for the pair-toggling candidates. Our experimental results suggest that the resulting 

image quality can be good. When the original multi-tone image is available and the halftoning 

method is error diffusion, then the proposed ICPT method can hide data in halftone images 

with its distortion diffused to the surrounding pixels. The main idea is to use a weight matrix to 

increase the data hiding ratio. Experiments showed that our scheme is more efficient than the 

existing schemes. In addition, our ICPT scheme provides reasonably good image quality.  
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